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Abstract

Elinor Ostrom’s work has established an influential research pro-
gramme in the study of polycentric, self-organising commons gover-
nance communities. In this paper we focus on the normative and polit-
ical dimension of this research programme - the promise that Ostrom’s
work holds for the realisation of emancipatory political ideals of local,
communitarian self-governance. We argue that, although Ostrom’s
work offers crucial insights and resources in this area, researchers
should be cautious when drawing conclusions about the emancipatory
qualities of ‘Ostromian’ institutions. We discuss passages in Ostrom
that emphasise the possibility of oppressive or tyrannical power rela-
tions within polycentric self-governance communities. We then argue
that Ostrom’s own theoretical apparatus is unable easily to analyse
these specific forms of institutional coercive power. We argue that
researchers hoping to draw on Ostrom’s work for emancipatory polit-
ical ends would benefit from more systematic study of coercive power
and conflict within polycentric self-organising commons governance
institutions.

∗This is an author’s copy of a paper forthcoming in the proceedings of The Australian
Sociological Association 2018 Conference.
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1 Introduction

Elinor Ostrom is one of the most important figures in the tradition of ‘New
Institutional Economics’. In a series of works, most notably her 1990 Gov-
erning the commons, Ostrom established and made major contributions to a
paradigm-shifting research programme on the governance of common pool re-
sources (Ostrom 1990, 2005, 2010). The influence of this research programme
has been very broad - Ostrom’s work is used in economics, political science,
anthropology and sociology. Her work has been drawn on by theorists inter-
ested in the foundations of institutional analysis, but also by ethnographers
carrying out fieldwork in a broad range of communities. Moreover, Ostrom’s
work has been received enthusiastically by researchers and advocates across
the political spectrum from libertarians to liberals to socialists.

It is this last element of Ostrom’s reception that is the focus of this pa-
per - the normative political dimension of Ostrom’s work. Although Ostrom
is herself cautious and qualified in drawing any necessary political implica-
tions from her work, we argue that one driver of her enthusiastic reception is
its presentation of an idealised conception of communitarian self-governance.
This conception has proven surprisingly polysemic and amenable to appro-
priation by scholars representing a wide range of ideological stances. What
these appropriations share, however, is the desire to ground, within Ostrom’s
work, the possibility for a concept of “liberty” that reaches beyond the tradi-
tional dichotomy of market and state. In this paper, we argue for the need for
greater caution in imputing necessary political consequences - emancipatory
or oppressive - to the forms of communitarian self-governance that Ostrom
analyses. As Ostrom has herself discussed, no institutional structure serves as
a panacea, and local communitarian ‘self’-governance can itself potentially
take tyrannical forms. If Ostrom’s work is to be drawn on for its norma-
tive political implications, then, we argue, it is important to also develop
the resources to distinguish between emancipatory and oppressive forms of
communitarian self-governance.

2 Markets, hierarchies, commons

Although it ranges widely, Ostrom’s work is most centrally focused on the
problem of governing common pool resources. Common pool resources are,
in the vocabulary of economics, resources which are rivalrous - meaning that
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if they are consumed by one social actor they cannot be consumed by another
- and not easily excludable - meaning that it is costly to prevent access to
the resource. Classic examples of common pool resources include fisheries,
forests, pastures, water tables, etc.

In traditional economic theory, Ostrom argues, such resources are seen
as extremely vulnerable to the problem of overexploitation by self-interested
economic actors - a social dilemma often referred to, following Garrett Hardin
(1968) as ‘the tragedy of the commons’. Traditional economic theory in turn
proposes two categories of institutional solution to this ‘tragedy of the com-
mons’. On the one hand, a hierarchical governance institution - paradigmat-
ically a state - can assume control of the resource, and dictate the ways in
which the resource is used; on the other hand, the resource or its subcom-
ponents can be privatised, such that private property rights prevent the use
or appropriation of the resource by anyone other than the relevant property
right holders.

Ostrom’s work focuses on a third possibility for common pool resource
governance: the governance of the resource by a local community which
collectively determines and enforces its own rules of resource exploitation. In
a large number of case studies, Ostrom looks at resources where this kind of
governance structure has been instituted. Moreover, in a series of theoretical
works she proposes a ‘grammar of institutions’ for their analysis. We will
return to Ostrom’s theoretical understanding of the ‘grammar of institutions’
below.

Ostrom’s project thus has both an empirical and a theoretical dimension.
It also however has two important normative dimensions. First, Ostrom
is interested in effective commons governance institutions, and evaluates
commons by how successfully they achieve sustainability in their resource
management. This element of Ostrom’s work is of interest to scholars and
practitioners who are pursuing sustainable resource management.

Second, Ostrom is interested in the normative value of governance insti-
tutions in themselves - the direct political impact of a governance institution
on the lives of those governed.

This second, political and normative dimension of Ostrom’s work is ap-
pealing to scholars and advocates from a broad range of different ideological
traditions. It appeals to some liberals because of its emphasis on ‘Jefferso-
nian’ democratic localism. It appeals to some libertarians because it proposes
a form of resource management that need not require any form of state action
or intervention. And it appeals to some socialists because commons gover-
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nance communities are communal forms of collective ownership without the
institution of private property.

Thus, for example, from the right of the political spectrum, Paul Dragos
Aligica and Peter Boettke of the Mercatus Center argue that Ostrom’s work:

is infused with a profound trust in human creativity, ingenuity,
and ability to self-organize as well as with a deep presumption in
favor of human freedom (Aligica and Boettke 2011: 47)

More specifically, for Aligica and Boettke Ostrom’s work shows:

that it is possible to have systems that are neither markets nor
states, and which preserve the autonomy and the freedom of the
individual (Aligica and Boettke 2011: 37)

At the same time, from the left of the political spectrum, the ecosocialist
Derek Wall has recently argued that:

Ostrom’s whole body of research, while focused on the commons,
promotes generalised democratic control. (Wall 2018: 63)

For Wall, Ostrom:

was strikingly radical... in her support for deep and, where pos-
sible, direct democracy. (Wall 2018: 59)

What unites these varied ideological perspectives, we suggest, is an appeal
to the emancipatory possibilities of communitarian local self-governance. For
these different political traditions, and for different reasons, the state and the
market are both perceived as sites of unfreedom. Ostrom’s analysis of com-
mons governance appears to offer a third category of economic governance
institution which promises a greater degree of freedom for its members than
either markets or hierarchies.

3 Oppression in the commons

We agree with these and other authors that Ostrom’s work offers impor-
tant insights into the emancipatory possibilities of self-organisation beyond
the market-hierarchy dichotomy. However, in this paper we offer a note of
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caution: although local polycentric self-organisation offers possibilities for
emancipatory governance, it also contains potentials for domination and op-
pression. In the remainder of the paper we discuss some of the political risks
associated with ‘Ostromian’ commons governance, and make the case that
Ostrom’s theoretical apparatus is insufficiently attuned to these risks. Our
overarching claim is that future research within the Ostromian research pro-
gramme could profitably aim to focus more intensively on forms of unfreedom
within Ostromian polycentric governance communities.

Ostrom herself is aware of the risk of oppressive forms of communitar-
ian self-organisation. In a number of works she emphasises that one general
lesson of her project is the maxim “no panaceas” (Ostrom 2007). For Os-
trom, no institutional form is intrinsically emancipatory - its strengths and
weaknesses must always be analysed contextually.

Moreover, Ostrom has discussed the specific risks associated with local
polycentric self-governance. As she writes in Understanding institutional
diversity :

Not all self-organized resource governance systems will be orga-
nized democratically or rely on the input of most appropriators.
Some will be dominated by a local leader or a power elite who
only change rules that they think will advantage them still fur-
ther. This problem is accentuated in locations where the cost of
exit is particularly high (Ostrom 2005: 282)

Relatedly, Ostrom highlights the possibilities of non-cooperative conflict
within commons governance institutions:

All groups face internal conflicts or intergroup conflicts that can
destroy the fundamental trust and reciprocity on which so much
effective governance is based. (Ostrom 2005: 279)

These passages and others like them indicate that, for Ostrom, it is a mis-
take to conclude too hastily that local polycentric self-organisation is likely to
result in meaningful, or emancipatory, self-governance. As Ostrom discusses,
commons governance institutions can involve a greater or lesser degree of
participation by their members in the formation and transformation of the
rules that govern their action. Successful commons governance institutions
may, as Ostrom argues, often involve relatively high degrees of participation
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- nevertheless, a commons governance institution that is successful in its re-
source management is not necessarily emancipatory from the perspective of
those governed. The two normative desiderata of Ostrom’s approach - sus-
tainable resource management, and emancipatory governance structures - do
not necessarily coincide.

It is therefore important, we argue, to pay close attention in empirical
work studying commons governance institutions to their political dimensions
- not just to the rules of the game that structure institutions, but also to con-
flict and contestation around those rules. This attention is compatible with
the methodological approach that Ostrom and her colleagues have developed
and honed over a series of decades. However, we suggest that attending
closely to the potentially oppressive dimensions of Ostromian governance
institutions is more challenging than it could be, due to an important short-
coming in Ostrom’s theoretical apparatus.

4 The rules of the Ostromian game

Law (2016) has previously analysed Ostrom’s use of game theory in her meta-
theoretical analysis of the structure of institutions. We draw on key points
from that paper here, to problematise the issue of the normative evaluation
of freedom and coercion in Ostromian commons governance institutions.

Ostrom, like many others working within the tradition of New Institu-
tional Economics (e.g. North 1990), defines an institution as the ‘rules of
the game’ that structure a segment of economic life. This concept of the
‘rules of the game’ covers both explicit rules such as those codified in legal
institutions, and also the more tacit norms embodied in social practice.

In her analyses of these ‘rules of the game’ Ostrom takes both an empirical
and theoretical approach. In her empirical and methodological work Ostrom
urges researchers to adopt an ethnographic approach to studying the rules
that govern specific institutions. In her theoretical and meta-theoretical work
Ostrom, with Crawford and others, has developed a ‘grammar of institutions’,
grounded in modal logic and game theory (Crawford and Ostrom 1995). The
goal of this theoretical toolkit is to allow researchers to formally map the
space of economic practice created by any given institution’s rules.

In this theoretical and meta-theoretical work Ostrom argues that any
given institution can be understood as a community that shares a consen-
sus around one specific set of structuring rules. In the vocabulary of game
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theory, the rules of a given institution are, for Ostrom, ‘common knowledge’
shared by all members. The members of an institution may have different
preferences, and they may choose to break the rules of an institution for
self-interested gain, but they can - and on Ostrom’s definition they must -
all agree on what the rules of a given institution are.

This does not mean that for Ostrom the rules of an institution are im-
mutable, or are not open to internal challenge. The members of an institution
may choose to change the institution’s rules - and if they choose to do so, Os-
trom argues, they do so by following a ‘higher level’ set of rules that dictate
how the institution’s ‘lower level’ set of rules can be changed. These ‘higher
level’ rules are themselves likewise ‘common knowledge’ among members -
and so, potentially, are the still higher-level sets of rules for changing these
rules in turn. For Ostrom, in other words, an institution can be understood
as a nested set of rules, each set of rules determining the principles via which
another set of rules can be transformed - with all of these rules enjoying
consensus among all members of the institution at any given time.

This meta-theoretical apparatus gives Ostrom considerable resources for
formally mapping a very wide variety of institutions. However, we suggest
that this framework also has significant shortcomings. Most importantly for
the purposes of this paper, the mechanism via which an institution’s rules
are transformed must, for Ostrom - as an axiomatic or definitional matter
itself enjoy the status of ‘common knowledge’ among institution members.
This means that there can be for Ostrom no disagreement among institution
members as to the norms that currently govern institutional transformation.
This in turn means that Ostrom’s theoretical framework is intrinsically ill-
suited to adequately analyse the coercive imposition of a set of rules by one
set of social actors on another, where some subset of an institution’s members
do not accept the mechanism via which the institution’s rules are imposed.

In other words, there are important categories of institutional coercive
action that, we argue, cannot be accommodated by Ostrom’s theoretical
approach. Ostrom’s apparatus can easily analyse institutions that are ‘self-
governing’ in the normatively desirable sense that interests scholars like Alig-
ica, Boettke and Wall. Ostrom’s apparatus is however ill-suited to analysing
institutions whose governance structures are imposed by a local power elite,
against the wishes of some subset of the institution’s members.

And yet, as Ostrom notes, such institutions are perfectly possible in prac-
tice. As we have already noted, in her discussion of the risks of commons
governance Ostrom highlights the scenario in which a commons governance
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institution

will be dominated by a local leader or a power elite who only
change rules that they think will advantage them still further.
(Ostrom 2005: 282)

In such examples of “[l]ocal tyrannies” (Ostrom 2005: 282), Ostrom’s
existing grammar of institutions, and thus her analytic framework as a whole,
ceases to be adequate to grasping local power relations - and thus the political
and normative implications of local self-governance.

Our central claim in this paper is therefore that, although Ostrom’s work
recognises the possibility for oppression within the commons, her theoretical
apparatus is unable to accommodate many of the real-world scenarios in
which this kind of oppression can actually occur. To the extent that Ostrom’s
theoretical apparatus makes it difficult to analyse such categories of commons
governance institution, we suggest, researchers making use of Ostromian tools
are more likely to overlook or to de-emphasise conflict and oppression taking
place within the institutions they analyse. This is, we argue, a problem that
the Ostromian research programme should aim to address.

5 Conclusion

We began this paper by discussing the political value that many researchers
and advocates place in Ostrom’s work. One source of that value, we sug-
gested, is the promise of commons as emancipatory governance structures,
in which individuals can make their own free decisions about the rules that
shape their lives. It is this promise that leads figures as politically distant
as Aligica and Boettke and Wall to present Ostrom as an advocate of “deep
democracy” (Wall 2018: 59) whose work is informed by “a deep presumption
in favor of human freedom” (Aligica and Boettke 2011: 47).

We agree with these authors that Ostrom’s work suggests the possibility
that these political values can be realised in Ostromian commons governance
institutions. We also agree on the importance of the Ostromian research
programme for those interested in achieving these political ideals. And yet,
as we have seen, Ostrom is clear that local polycentric self-governance can
itself take tyrannical forms. Local ‘self-governance’ communities may not in
practice be examples of ‘self-governance’ in Aligica, Boettke or Wall’s sense at
all - they may instead, or also, be alternative locations of social domination,
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in which the governed are coerced or tyrannised by different social actors,
via a different category of institutional structure.

If, then, we wish to realise the promise of Ostromian self-governance, we
must be alert to this risk. This means several things: we must be attentive in
the empirical study of local polycentric self-organisation to the possibility of
coercive institutional structures, and we must also extend Ostrom’s theoret-
ical and meta-theoretical apparatus, in a way that makes it easier to accom-
modate the analysis of oppressive institutions. Both of these linked research
programmes, we suggest, may help us to develop the resources to more reli-
ably distinguish between oppressive and emancipatory commons governance
institutions. This may in turn help us to better realise the emancipatory
promise of Ostrom’s work.
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